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ABSTRACT
Many database applications deal with spatio-temporal phenom-

ena, and during the last decade a lot of research targeted location-
based services, moving objects, traffic jam preventions, meteorol-
ogy, etc. In strong contrast, there exist only very few proposals for
an implementation of a spatio-temporal database system let alone
a web-based spatio-temporal information system.

This paper describes the design and implementation of a web-
based spatio-temporal information system. The system uses Sec-
ondo as spatio-temporal DBMS for handling moving objects and
MapServer as an OGC-compliant rendering engine for static spa-
tial data. We describe the architecture of the system and compare
our system with a standalone application. The paper investigates in
detail issues that arise in the context of the web. First, we describe
an implementation of a lightweight client that takes advantage of
the functionality offered by Secondo and MapServer. Second, we
describe how moving objects can be represented in GML. We dis-
cuss possible GML representations, propose an extension of GML
that uses 3D segments (2D location + time) to represent moving
objects, and present experiments that compare the solutions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Spatial databases and GIS

Keywords
Spatio-temporal Web Applications, GML, OGC

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade spatio-temporal phenomena have become

an important research area. Many real world applications, includ-
ing location-based services, traffic jam prevention, and weather
forecasts, focus on moving objects. For example location-based
services target moving physical persons and strive to provide them
with information according to their interests and current location.
In the area of traffic jam detection and prevention trajectories of
moving vehicles are collected to identify traffic jam areas. For
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weather forecasts data of moving weather fronts has to be inves-
tigated to come up with accurate forecasts for the future.

Despite the ubiquity of spatio-temporal phenomena, there exist
only few complete spatio-temporal DBMSs (STDBMSs) offering
spatio-temporal data types and operators. All of them use pro-
prietary representations of moving objects, which hampers their
deployment in web-based information systems. We describe the
design and implementation of a web-based spatio-temporal infor-
mation system that takes advantage of the functionality of existing
systems. It uses Secondo, a spatio-temporal DBMS, for handling
moving objects and MapServer, an OGC-compliant rendering en-
gine, for handling static spatial data.

The technical contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We propose a modular system architecture that can be used
in combination with web applications. Specifically, we de-
scribe a service oriented extension of Secondo with standard
services to store, transport and process spatio-temporal infor-
mation. A web user or service can combine, use and manage
these services to work with spatial and spatio-temporal infor-
mation (moving points).

• We describe a web interface that is implemented as a light-
weight client. The rendering of spatial layers is delegated to
the server-side rendering engine and only moving points are
rendered on the client.

• We show how moving points can be represented with the dy-
namic features of GML. First, we discuss a GML representa-
tion where moving objects are modeled as ordered sequences
of snapshots. Second, we extend GML to moving points us-
ing the approach from Lema et al. [19]. The trajectory of a
moving point is decomposed into units where each unit rep-
resents a 3D segment (2D location + time).

• We present empirical results that demonstrate that for mov-
ing objects with frequent gaps in their definition time (i.e., a
gap after every or every second segment) the new represen-
tation is more suitable, whereas for moving objects with rare
gaps (i.e., with more than two segments after one gap) the
representation with multiple ordered sequences of snapshots
performs well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes spatio-temporal systems, geographical rendering engines,
standards in the spatial area and other related work in this area.
In Section 3 we explain how moving points can be represented in
GML. Section 4 describes the architecture of our system and ex-
plains how spatio-temporal queries are processed. Section 5 com-
pares two GML moving point representations. Section 6 concludes
the paper and points to future research directions.
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2. RELATED WORK
Only very few database systems exist that support moving ob-

jects. DOMINO [29] is a layer built on top of a DBMS to support
moving object databases. It uses ArcView as an application server
to handle spatial data and ArcIMS as a rendering engine. Spatio-
temporal data is stored in Informix. DOMINO focuses on present
and future trajectory data. CONCERT, Secondo and DEDALE
are representatives of extensible systems [3] that offer support for
application-specific modules. CONCERT [24] provides flexible in-
dex support and its abstract object storage types allow to implement
spatio-temporal data types. The main contribution of DEDALE
[11], another spatio-temporal system, is the handling of interpo-
lated data. Secondo [14] features user-defined algebras, and it pro-
vides a powerful spatio-temporal algebra that supports moving ob-
jects. A stand-alone client application contains several viewers to
visualize the various data types. The most relevant viewer can visu-
alize spatial and spatio-temporal objects. Queries are formulated as
text strings (SQL or an algebraic format, Second Order Signature)
and the result is sent back as a nested list, a very compact format to
describe structural data. The client parses the result and produces
graphical objects that use and extend the Swing library of Java.

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an organization that
provides standards for geo-spatial data and location-based services.
Many GIS systems nowadays follow the OGC standards [7]. OGC
proposed a vendor-neutral Geographic Markup Language (GML)
[8], a XML-based encoding for modeling, storing, and transport-
ing geographic information. GML includes spatial and non-spatial
properties of geographic features. A feature is a tuple with alphanu-
meric attributes associated with a geometry (point, line, polygon,
etc.)

An OGC compliant system has to provide operations to retrieve
geographic features in form of a service oriented architecture. This
means the system has to offer services to operate with spatial data.
These services are accessible over the HTTP protocol or via method
invocation.

Two different services must be developed to deal with geographic
information. First, to request a graphical visualization of geographic
data (map), an OGC compliant system must provide a specific ser-
vice, called WMS (Web Map Service) [1], with the following func-
tionality: list what kind of maps are deliverable (GetCapabilities)
and produce a map of a specified layer (GetMap). Second, to query,
insert, delete, or update geographic features, an OGC compliant
system must offer a service called WFS (Web Feature Service) [32].
This service defines interfaces for data access and manipulation on
geographic features, using HTTP as the distributed computing plat-
form. Via these interfaces, a web service can combine, use and
manage geodata from different sources. The service must have the
following functionality: list all queryable layers, the available op-
erations to be invoked (query, insert, update, delete, etc.), and the
predicates to be applied (GetCapabilities). It must be possible to
request features and receive as result a valid XML document that
contains the content (GetFeature). In such a feature element, spatial
properties are expressed with GML. When requesting geographic
maps or features, we usually want as result a subset of the database
objects. OGC provides a XML encoding for filtered expressions,
called Filter Encoding Implementation Specification (FEIS) [31].
It provides a set of logical, comparison, spatial, and some temporal
operators and predicates.

For the spatio-temporal domain, OGC provides limited support
in terms of dynamic features. Specifically, a moving point can be
modeled with the dynamic features TimeSlice and MovingObject-
Status. Both of them represent a moving point as a sequence of its
states (snapshots at specific time instants). The TimeSlice represen-

tation is described in detail in Section 3. Currently FEIS does not
provide spatio-temporal operators or filters with dynamic features.

The increase of Web-GIS application during the last five years
has fueled the development of rendering engines that produce maps.
The most well-known systems are ArcIMS [9], MapServer [30] and
GeoServer [5]. The main task of a rendering engine is to facilitate
the cooperation between geographic sources (stored in DBMS or in
shape files) and the application (in our case the web client) [4, 30].
MapServer as well as GeoServer are capable to interpret GML.
They can be configured to be accessible via the WMS and WFS
services. Common Web-GIS client implementations are MapBen-
der and MapBuilder. The latter is a powerful, standards compliant
client that is written in Java Script. MapBuilder visualizes a map
either by fetching images with WMS requests or by rendering im-
ages on the client. The client can only render basic geometry types
of GML (point, line, polygon). For moving objects, no rendering
exists.

During the last years significant research efforts have focused on
proposing advanced techniques for handling moving objects (e.g.,
indexing of moving objects [18, 21–23], continuous nearest neigh-
bor queries for moving objects [2, 16, 17], aggregation of moving
objects [21, 27, 28]). These results focused on selected aspect and
were not presented in the context of a working system.

As for modeling moving objects, Güting et al. [13, 19] propose
to model and query moving points as a sequence of units. Each
unit represents the movement of a point along a straight line. This
approach is implemented in Secondo. In this paper, we propose a
GML representation of moving objects based on the Güting’s ap-
proach. An extension of the Güting’s approach to network-constrained
objects is presented in [15]. Speicys et al. [26] propose another data
model for network-constrained objects that supports NN queries.
Sistla et al. [25] describe a model based on dynamic attributes that
supports queries about current and near future positions of moving
objects. This approach is implemented in DOMINO. Grumbach et
al. [12] present a constraint-based model for moving objects. This
model is implemented in DEDALE.

3. MOVING POINTS IN GML
Results of queries about moving objects may contain a lot of

data. This data must be sent from the server to the client for visu-
alization. For an efficient rendering, we propose to send this data
in one block (i.e., in one GML file). This raises the issue of model-
ing moving objects in GML. In this section, we propose two GML
representations of moving points (moving point objects).

For illustrating the representations, we use the example moving
point from Figure 1. The object is the city bus number 10A of
Bozen-Bolzano, Italy. OnJune 1, 2007, at 10:00:00 AM, the bus
is at position with coordinates (680206.67, 5151256.16). Between
10:00:00 AM and 10:01:33 AM, the bus moves linearly to position
(680286.01, 5151314.74). Then, the bus makes a turn and again
moves linearly until it reaches position (680362.90, 5151363.56),
and so on. Thus, we have a linear approximation of the bus’s move-
ment. The bus’s positions are specified in the UTM coordinate ref-
erence system.

The first representation, termed the GML TimeSlice representa-
tion, is an existing representation [8]. It is based on the idea that
a moving point is a sequence of its states. A state is a pair of time
and position and is expressed with the TimeSlice element. Hence, a
moving point is captured by a sequence of TimeSlice elements. In
order to capture discontinuities in movements (i.e., gaps in defini-
tion time of the moving point, which is common in query results),
each sequence of TimeSlice elements that captures one continuous
”piece” of movement is put into one history element.
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Figure 1: Moving Point: Bus Number 10A in Bozen-Bolzano

Example 3.1 illustrates a GML document that represents the mov-
ing point from Figure 1 in the GML TimeSlice format. The move-
ment of the bus between positions (680206.67, 5151256.16) and
(680286.01, 5151314.74) is represented as twoTimeSliceelements,
one between lines 7 and 18 and the other one between lines 19 and
30. Because the movement of the bus is continuous, i.e., without
gaps in the definition time, the document contains only onehis-
tory element, between lines 6 and 44. The corresponding states
in Example 3.1 and in Figure 1 are indicated by the same style of
underlining (e.g., the first state is underlined by a single line).

EXAMPLE 3.1. GML TimeSlice Representation

1 <?xml v e r s i o n =" 1 .0 " encod ing ="UTF−8"?>
2 < bz10m:Buses xmlns=" h t t p : / / w w w .o p en g i s .n e t / gml " xmlns :bz10m=" h t t p : / /

w w w . i n f . u n i b z . i t / d i s / bz10m">
3 < bz10m:id >1 </ bz10m:id >
4 < bz10m:busL ine>Linea10a </ bz10m:busL ine>
5 < b z 1 0 m : t r i p g m l : i d="93fd2ebb−1cd6−457f−8fb9−45b634e0e907 ">
6 < h i s t o r y >
7 < Ti meSl i ce g m l : i d="0282cb38−8350−45fb−94bd−61dd3cf80de3">
8 < va l i dT ime >
9 < T i m e I n s t a n t >

10 < t i m ePo s i t i o n >2007−06−01T10:00 </ t i m ePo s i t i o n >
11 < / T i m e I n s t a n t >
12 < / va l i dT ime >
13 < l o ca t i o n >
14 < Po i n t srsName=" urn:EPSG:geographicCRS:4258 ">
15 <pos >680206 .67 5151256.16 </ pos>
16 < / Po in t >
17 < / l o ca t i o n >
18 < / Ti meSl i ce >
19 < Ti meSl i ce i d ="4a231b33−11ee−4110−9f5f−9dc8675f5f1b">
20 < va l i dT ime >
21 < T i m e I n s t a n t >
22 < t i m ePo s i t i o n >

:::::::::::::

2007−06−01T10:01.33 </ t i m ePo s i t i o n >

23 < / T i m e I n s t a n t >
24 < / va l i dT ime >
25 < l o ca t i o n >
26 < Po i n t srsName=" urn:EPSG:geographicCRS:4258 ">
27 <pos >

::::::

680286 .01
::::::

5151314.74 </ pos>

28 < / Po in t >
29 < / l o ca t i o n >
30 < / Ti meSl i ce >
31 < Ti meSl i ce i d ="4a231b33−11ee−4110−9f5f−9dc8675f6f16">
32 < va l i dT ime >
33 < T i m e I n s t a n t >
34 < t i m ePo s i t i o n >2007−06−01T10:02.13 </ t i m ePo s i t i o n >
35 < / T i m e I n s t a n t >
36 < / va l i dT ime >
37 < l o ca t i o n >
38 < Po i n t srsName=" urn:EPSG:geographicCRS:4258 ">
39 <pos >680362 .90 5151363.56 </ pos>
40 < / Po in t >
41 < / l o ca t i o n >
42 < / Ti meSl i ce >
43 < !−− o t h e r Ti meSl i ce e l em en t s−−>
44 < / h i s t o r y >
45 < / b z 1 0 m : t r i p>
46 < / bz10m:Buses >

In Secondo, a moving point is represented as a sequence ofunits.
A unit is a pair of states, which represents movement between the

two states (see [19] for details). Thus, the GML TimeSlice rep-
resentation and Secondo’s representation of moving points do not
match. For this reason, it is necessary to convert query results
from Secondo’s representation to the GML TimeSlice representa-
tion. This conversion must take into account that moving points are
allowed to have gaps in their definition time. In the Secondo rep-
resentation, gaps are modeledimplicitly, by not having a unit for
the corresponding time interval. In contrast, in the GML TimeS-
lice representation, gaps are modeledexplicitlyby having ahistory
element for each period of continuous movement. In case of a tra-
jectory with a large number of gaps this will increase the size of
the document. During the conversion to TimeSlice elements gaps
need to be identified: this is done for each unit with a verification
whether the time of its end state is equal to the time of the start state
of the next unit.

In order to directly support Secondo’s mpoint type, we propose
a new GML representation, termed GML MovingObjectUnit rep-
resentation, that maps each Secondo unit into one GML element.
This simplifies the conversion between Secondo’s representation
and GML. For the GML MovingObjectUnit representation, we reuse
existing GML elements along with two new elements: (1)Movin-
gObjectUnit that represents a unit and (2)units that represents a
sequence of moving object units. In this representation, discon-
tinuities in movements are represented by having no moving ob-
ject units for the time periods when moving points are not de-
fined. Thus, a complete moving point is captured by oneunits
element. Since a moving object unit models the movement from
one point to another point, we restrict the occurrences of points in
the LineString type to exactly twopositionelements.

Example 3.2 presents a GML document that represents the mov-
ing point from Figure 1 in the GML MovingObjectUnit represen-
tation. The movement of the bus between positions(680206.67,
5151256.16) and (680286.01, 5151314.74) is represented as the
MovingObjectUnit element between lines 7 and 22. The complete
movement of the bus is captured by oneunits element, between
lines 6 and 40. The corresponding states in Example 3.2, Exam-
ple 3.1, and in Figure 1 are indicated by the same style of underlin-
ing (e.g., the very first state is underlined by a single line).

EXAMPLE 3.2. GML MovingObjectUnit Representation

1 <?xml v e r s i o n=" 1 .0 " encod ing ="UTF−8"?>
2 < bz10m:Buses xmlns=" h t t p : / / w w w .o p en g i s .n e t / gml " xmlns :bz10m=" h t t p : / /

w w w . i n f . u n i b z . i t / d i s / bz10m">
3 < bz10m:id >1 </ bz10m:id >
4 < bz10m:busL ine>Linea10a </ bz10m:busL ine>
5 < b z 1 0 m : t r i p i d ="c33c1bf1−7730−4757−8f61−56c347f776af">
6 < u n i t s >
7 < MovingObjectUni t >
8 < va l i dT ime >
9 < TimePeriod >

10 < b eg i n Po s i t i o n >2007−06−01T10:00 </ b eg i n Po s i t i o n >
11 < en d Po s i t i o n >

:::::::::::::

2007−06−01T10:01.33 </ en d Po s i t i o n >

12 < / TimePeriod >
13 < i n c l u d eBeg i n >t rue </ i n c l u d eBeg i n >
14 < inc ludeEnd >f a l s e </ i nc ludeEnd >
15 < / va l i dT ime >
16 < l o ca t i o n >
17 < L i n e S t r i n g srsName=" urn:EPSG:geograph icCRS:4258 ">
18 < pos >680206 .67 5151256.16 </ pos >
19 < pos >

::::::

680286 .01
::::::

5151314.74 </ pos >

20 < / L i n eS t r i n g >
21 < / l o ca t i o n >
22 < / MovingObjectUni t >
23 < MovingObjectUni t >
24 < va l i dT ime >
25 < TimePeriod >
26 < b eg i n Po s i t i o n >

::::::::::::

2007−06−01T10:01.33 </ b eg i n Po s i t i o n >

27 < en d Po s i t i o n >2007−06−01T10:02.13 </ en d Po s i t i o n >
28 < / TimePeriod >
29 < i n c l u d eBeg i n >t rue </ i n c l u d eBeg i n >
30 < inc ludeEnd >f a l s e </ i nc ludeEnd >
31 < / va l i dT ime >
32 < l o ca t i o n >
33 < L i n e S t r i n g srsName=" urn:EPSG:geograph icCRS:4258 ">
34 < pos >

::::::

680286 .01
::::::

5151314.74 </ pos >

35 < pos >680362 .90 5151363.56 </ pos >
36 < / L i n eS t r i n g >
37 < / l o ca t i o n >
38 < / MovingObjectUni t >
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39 < !−− o t h e r Mo vi ng Ob j ec t Uni t e l e m e n t s . Even i n case o f gaps−−>
40 < / u n i t s >
41 < / b z 1 0 m : t r i p>
42 < / bz10m:Buses >

Cox et al. [8] propose another GML representation of moving points,
which we term the GML MovingObjectStatus representation. This
representation, like the GML TimeSlice representation, represents
a moving point as a sequence of its states. Since the two representa-
tions are similar we do not consider the GML MovingObjectStatus
representation in this paper.

Section 5 presents the experimental comparison between the GML
TimeSlice and GML MovingObjectUnit representation.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLE-
MENTATION

Our goal is to implement a web-based spatio-temporal informa-
tion system with a lightweight client. Our strategy is to select a
spatio-temporal database system, which implements a considerable
amount of spatio-temporal functionality, and to integrate it with a
web-based, lightweight client. For the implementation (data ex-
change format and the available service methods), we conform to
the OGC standards as much as possible. In this section, we present
the architecture of our system.

4.1 Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of our system. The three

system components are (from left to right) Spatio-Temporal (ST)
Server, the Light Graphical User Interface (Light-GUI), and the
rendering engine. The general interaction between the components
is as follows: after having received the user query, the Light-GUI
decomposes the query into two components: spatio-temporal (i.e.,
moving points) and spatial (i.e., a background map). It sends the
spatio-temporal and spatial component to the ST Server and the
rendering engine, respectively. It receives responses and visualizes
the query result. In the following, we discuss each system compo-
nent in detail.

The ST Server provides the Light-GUI with the spatial and spatio-
temporal data and meta data (i.e., features of spatial and spatio-
temporal layers). The ST Server uses Secondo as a DBMS, because
it provides many data types and operators related to moving objects
and, in particular, to moving points [19].

To offer an OGC compliant system we have to provide WFS ser-
vices to query spatio-temporal data and we have to represent the the
result in GML format. Secondo accepts SQL queries and returns
the results in the nested list format. Hence a Converter converts
WFS requests into SQL expressions and transforms the nested list
into GML. For this Secondo’s date format needs to be converted
into the corresponding date format pattern provided from XML-
schema and each moving point needs to specify what coordinate
reference system is used. In addition, we handle repeating data
intelligently, which helps to reduce the GML document size con-
siderably. Specifically, we employ reification [33]. This means that
we assign a unique ID to each distinct location mentioned in the
nested list. Thanks to this, the resulting XML document contains
the full specification (i.e., XML element) for each distinct location
only once. For each repetition of the distinct location, the document
contains the XLink attribute that points to the full specification. As
usual after the conversion to XML, the size of the data increases
considerably. We follow the standard approach and let the web
server compress XML documents, which yields high compression
rate [10].

The Light-GUI is implemented in a web browser. We do not
simply migrate Secondo’s GUI, written as a Java standalone pro-

gram, into a Java applet, but create our user interface from scratch
using an existing web mapping client framework. There are several
reasons for this decision. First, we want to offer a web-based appli-
cation that runs within web browsers without additional extension
(i.e., JRE need to be installed to make Java applets running in a
browser). Second, we want of offer a lightweight client that does
not have to take care of the memory expensive rendering process of
spatial data. Finally, we want to provide the user with predefined
settings to facilitate the formulation of spatio-temporal queries. We
follow the approach of GIS systems and want to allow web users to
create spatio-temporal queries in a graphical manner.

The Light-GUI contains MapBuilder [6] as a mapping client.
MapBuilder is lightweight (written entirely in Java Script), open-
source, and standard-compliant. The client is capable to render the
basic geometry GML types such as point, line, and region, which
is enough for a Web-GIS system. Through the integration of AJAX
[20], the data transfer between client and server (WMS/WFS) is
done asynchronously, which avoids latencies when loading images.
Its implementation is based on the Model-View-Controller concept,
which provides a clear separation of presentation and application
content.

Note that for visualizing spatio-temporal data, the Light-GUI
does not rely on a WMS server that generates static images con-
tinuously. This would yield an unacceptable system load. Instead,
it obtains the spatio-temporal data from the ST Server. It interprets
a GML document (WFS response) that contains moving points ei-
ther in the GML TimeSlices or in the GML MovingObjectUnit rep-
resentation. The moving point is visualized by advancing through
its states in discrete time steps. At each step, we advance to the next
state and make it visible on the screen, while the last visible state is
made invisible. The states given explicitly in the GML document
are always displayed. We control the precision of the visualiza-
tion by following a simple heuristic: if the temporal and/or spatial
distance between two consequent states exceeds a certain thresh-
old, then the intermediate state obtained by a linear interpolation is
additionally displayed.

The rendering engine provides the Light-GUI with results of spa-
tial user queries in the form of lightweight images. At the moment,
we use UMN-MapServer [30], but it is easily possible to use any
other OGC-compliant rendering engine.

4.2 Query Specification
Standard WEB-GIS applications provide a configurable system:

in a configuration file, the maintainer of the application specifies the
functionality to be available for the web user, the available layers in
the map, etc. Our Light-GUI follows the exact same approach. For
setting up a working system, the maintainer of the web site, has to
provide three different files. The first file, the main configuration
file, specifies the available GIS functionality (zooming, panning,
buffering, feature querying, etc.) that is already implemented on
the client and other useful widgets to be offered to the user. By
enabling them they can be used without additional implementation
effort. The second file, the HTML page, specifies the layout of
the application (i.e., where to position the map or where to set the
action commands). The third file, called context file, specifies the
displayed data: that includes the name of layers and features. It also
contains the style of layer rendering and the coordinate reference
system (EPSG code). In contrast to features layers are rendered on
the server side.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Layer Specification in MapBuilder

< Layer q u e r ya b l e="1 " h idden ="0">
< S e r v e r s e r v i c e ="OGC:WMS" v e r s i o n=" 1 .1 " t i t l e ="OGC:WMS">

<On l ineResource x l i n k : t y p e =" s i m p l e "
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Figure 2: Architecture of the System

x l i n k : h r e f =" h t t p : / / w w w . i n f . u n i b z . i t / d i s / maps / cgi−bin / mapserv " / >
</ Server >
<Name> D i s t r i c t s </ Name>
< T i t l e > D i s t r i c t s </ T i t l e >
<SRS>EPSG:4258 </SRS>
<FormatL i s t >

<Format c u r r e n t="1"> image / png </ Format>
</ FormatL i s t >
< S t y l e L i s t >

< S t y l e c u r r e n t="1">
<Name>d e f a u l t </Name>
< T i t l e >d e f a u l t </ T i t l e >

</ S t y l e >
</ S t y l e L i s t >

</ Layer>

Example 4.1 shows how a layer element is specified in the context
file. The layerDistricts fetched from the hostinf.unibz.it/diswill
be displayed within the map of our client.

Spatial Query Specification The client offers predefined spa-
tial queries implemented in widgets. For example if a user wants
to execute a zoom query, he specifies in the map his area of interest
with a bounding box. The client collects these values (BBOX) and
the input values from the HTML document (LAYERS), adds addi-
tional parameters (WIDTH, HEIGHT, SERVICE, VERSION) from
the other configuration files and sends the following WMS request
to the rendering engine:

EXAMPLE 4.2. WMS GET request

h t t p : / / w w w . i n f . u n i b z . i t / d i s / maps / cgi−bin / mapserv ?
SERVICE=WMS&
VERSION=1 . 1 . 1&
REQUEST=GetMap&
FORMAT=image / png&
STYLES&
SRS=EPSG:4258&
WIDTH=400&
HEIGHT=400&
LAYERS=D i s t r i c t s&
BBOX=674100 ,5145567 ,686620 ,5155835

The WMS compliant rendering engine interprets this request,
processes the query, and sends the produced map back to the re-
questor. This map will be updated on the client.

Spatio-Temporal Query SpecificationSpatio-temporal infor-
mation is roughly queried like spatial information. The two dif-
ferences are WFS requests to the spatio-temporal server and the
client side rendering of GML objects. Spatio-temporal queries in

comparison to spatial queries are much more complex, because in
addition to the spatial aspect, the temporal aspect must be consid-
ered.

Therefore our goal is to facilitate to web users the formulation of
spatio-temporal queries, using a graphical approach. A real world
scenario might be a tourist that wants to get the following informa-
tion from the system (see Example 4.3)

EXAMPLE 4.3. Example of a spatio-temporal query

Show all buses that are inside the district ”Industriezone”
of Bozen-Bolzano, on June 1, 2007, between 10:00 and
10:30 AM.

In order to answer the query in Example 4.3 we have to formu-
late a spatio-temporal query. One possibility is to formulate it in
Secondo’s algebra (see Example 4.4).

EXAMPLE 4.4. Example Query in Relational Algebra

Π Buses.id, Buses.busLine, Buses.dynamicGeometry (

σ Districts.name=”Industriezone”
∧ Buses.dynamicGeometry.between

”2007−06−01T 10:00”and”2007−06−01T 10:30”

∧ Buses.dynamicGeometry.passes(Districts.geometry)
(Buses × Districts ) )

Districts is a relation with the non-spatial attribute”name” of
type”string” and the spatial attribute”geometry” of type ”region”.
Busesis a relation with the spatio-temporal attribute ”dynamicGe-
ometry” of type ”mpoint”. The predicatebetweenchecks whether
a given moving point is defined during a given time interval. The
predicatepassesis used as a join condition. It tests if that moving
point ever gets inside a region.

Instead of an algebraic expression we can use Secondo’s SQL-
like query language (see Example 4.5). The optimizer takes the
SQL query and produces an efficient algebraic expression. In the
example belowti represents a time interval.

EXAMPLE 4.5. Query in Secondo’s SQL syntax
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s e l e c t [ B : i d ,B : b u s L i n e ,B : d yn a m i cG eo m et r y ]
f rom [ D i s t r i c t s as D, Buses as B ]
where [ B:dynamicGeometryp r e s e n t t i ,

D:name = " I n d u s t r i e z o n e " ,
B:dynamicGeometry p a s s e s D:geomet ry ]

We follow the approach used on OGC compliant systems to query
spatial features. This means that we use OGC’s FEIS to specify fil-
ter criteria on the features to be queried. As already mentioned in
Section 2, FEIS does not support any spatio-temporal operators and
predicates. Hence, we extend FEIS with new spatio-temporal op-
erators and predicates. Our main objective is not to maximize the
expressiveness, but to seamlessly extend the filtering encoding to
support spatio-temporal predicates.

Example 4.6 shows how an SQL expression can be mapped into a
WFS-GetFeature request. The join condition is implicitly specified
in the attribute”typeName”within the elementwfs:Querythat con-
tains the two features (Buses and Districts) to be joined in combina-
tion with selection predicates. The predicatesogc:PropertyIsEqual
andogc:Between, already defined in FEIS, are reused. In order to
maintain as much as possible the existing OGC operators we re-
place Secondo’s predicatepresentwith ogc:Betweenand ’=’ with
ogc:PropertyIsEqual. The spatio-temporal predicateogc:Passesis
a new operator that corresponds to operatorpassesin Secondo.

EXAMPLE 4.6. WFS POST request

<?xml v e r s i o n =" 1 .0 " encod ing="UTF−8"?>
<w f s : G e t Fea t u r e xm l n s : w f s=" h t t p : / / www. o p en g i s . n e t / w fs" xmlns :ogc=" h t t p : / / www.

o p en g i s . n e t / ogc "
xmlns=" h t t p : / / www. i n f . u n i b z . i t / d i s / bz10m"v e r s i o n =" 1 . 0 . 0 " s e r v i c e="WFS"

maxFeatu res=" 100 ">
<wfs :Query typeName=" Buses=B , D i s t r i c t s =D">
<wfs :Proper t yName>B . i d </ w fs :Proper t yName>
<wfs :Proper t yName>B . busL ine </ w fs :Proper t yName>
<wfs :Proper t yName>B . dynamicGeometry </ w fs :Proper t yName>

< o g c : F i l t e r >
<ogc:And>

<o g c : P r o p e r t y I s Eq u a lT o>
<ogc:PropertyName >D. name </ ogc:PropertyName >
<o g c : L i t e r a l > I n d u s t r i e z o n e </ o g c : L i t e r a l >

</ o g c : P r o p e r t y I s Eq u a lT o>
<ogc:Between>

<ogc:PropertyName >B . dynamicGeometry </ ogc:PropertyName >
<ogc:LowerBoundary >

<o g c : L i t e r a l >2007−06−01T10:00 </ o g c : L i t e r a l >
</ ogc:LowerBoundary >
<ogc:UpperBoundary >

<o g c : L i t e r a l >2007−06−01T10:30 </ o g c : L i t e r a l >
</ ogc:UpperBoundary >

</ ogc:Between>
<ogc:Passes >

<ogc:PropertyName >B . dynamicGeometry </ ogc:PropertyName >
<ogc:PropertyName >D. geomet ry </ ogc:PropertyName >

</ ogc:Passes >
</ ogc:And>

</ o g c : F i l t e r >
</ w fs :Query>

</ w f s : G e t Fea tu re>

As mentioned before, we want to facilitate the formulation of
spatio-temporal queries. Therefore the web user should be able to
create the WFS request from Example 4.6 in a graphical manner.
In order to create this request, the user selects the dynamic feature
Busesfrom a combo box, specifies thetime periodfrom a calendar,
selects the spatial layerdistrict again from a combo box, and types
in a text field the district name. In addition, he selects the spatio-
temporal predicate that is applied. The client parses the HTML
document and converts (with an XSLT stylesheet) the specified in-
put values into a corresponding WFS request with some filter ex-
pression. The request is sent to the spatio-temporal system. The
system converts the request into the Secondo understandable query
language and sends it to the database. The converter converts the
result again into GML and sends the XML document as a WFS re-
sponse back to the client. Now the client interprets this document
and renders the moving point.

Figure 3 shows a snapshot captured onJune 1, 2007, at 10:01
AM. Hence, the image not only shows buses that are inside the

Figure 3: Result of the Spatio-Temporal Query

specified district at this moment, but also those buses that will pass
the district in the future within the specified time interval.

At the moment in the HTML document there are specified this
necessary input values, that the user selects to formulate a spatio-
temporal WFS request. In the future it should be possible to specify
this parameters in a configuration file, where the maintainer of the
project specifies, what kind of spatio-temporal queries are available
for the user.

4.3 Our System vs. Secondo
This section provides a more detailed comparison between our

system and Secondo.
In a web setting a bottleneck of Secondo is the client-side ren-

dering. In a typical case, many map layers must be visualized (e.g.,
buildings, streets, bus stops, traffic lights, etc.) Each layer must
be converted into a graphical object. Therefore, a lot of data must
be retrieved and processed. With our system, the rendering engine
produces a compact image file. It is possible to further improve
performance by obtaining two independent spatial layers from two
different rendering engines.

In addition, as mentioned in Section 4.2, in order to obtain the re-
sult of spatio-temporal queries on our system (e.g., the query from
Example 4.4 visualized as in Figure 3), only a small amount of stan-
dard configurations are needed (e.g., specifying the layers). With
Secondo, the user must go through a sequence of steps to do the
configuration. Specifically, first, the user needs to load the spa-
tial layer Districts and specify its layout (colors, border style, etc.).
Second, the user needs to load the second layer that describes the
bus route. Finally, the user must type the query expression from Ex-
ample 4.5 to obtain the trajectories of the queried spatio-temporal
layer. After these steps, the user may store the layout configuration
in a file and save the launched commands in a session to reuse them
at later time. Thus, with Secondo, the user has more flexibility but
must make a bigger initial effort.

With our system, the user can easily use standard features of GIS
systems, such as obtaining an integrated overview map for better
navigation, legends for layers, and other spatial utilities (e.g., scale-
bar, history buttons, etc.).

Because of the open, service oriented architecture of our ST
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Figure 4: Unit-Gap Proportion

Server, other systems may also use the services provided by the
server. The data exchange formats used by our system (e.g., our
GML representations of moving points, etc.) follow the XML stan-
dard and is easily handled by most systems.

A drawback of our system is the duplicate storage of some spa-
tial data. For example, in order to process the query from Exam-
ple 4.4, theDistricts relation must be stored both in the rendering
engine and in Secondo. Secondo uses the relation for processing
the spatio-temporal join, while the rendering engine uses the rela-
tion for rendering. The problem arises because the rendering engine
cannot interpret spatial geometries stored in Secondo databases.

As mentioned above Secondo’s client offers more flexibilty in
the formulation of queries. Queries are expressed in Secondo’s
SQL-like query language or in Second Order Signature. The lat-
ter language is very powerful, not limited to geographic data, and
offers in addition to the query operators also constructs to define
objects at runtime. For advanced users this powerful functionality
is very useful.

A possible advantage of Secondo’s heavy client is that the object
structure of the data is present. This might be used for editing spa-
tial and spatio-temporal data. In our client the spatial information
are only available in a rendered image. Even if the data are fetched
via WFS we do not have the entire object structure on the client
side. Therefore Secondo’s client is better suited for editing spatial
and spatio-temporal data.

5. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents experimental evaluation of the GML repre-

sentations of moving points from Section 3.
For our experiments, we use real-world data on city bus num-

ber 10A of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy. We have 10 data sets. Each data
set contains 120 moving points. Each moving point represents one
complete route of a physical bus (i.e., its movement from the start
stop to the end stop). Thus, the same physical bus is represented
by as many moving points as many times it traverses its complete
route. For every data set, the total lifespan of all the moving points
covers one day (i.e., 6 AM – 9PM). The difference of the data sets is
as follows: the moving points from different data sets have different
frequency of gaps in their definition time. Specifically, there is one
data set without gaps. Then, there is one data set with a gap instead
of everyn

th unit, termed a data set with (n-1):1 unit-gap propor-
tion, forn = 2, . . . , 10. Figure 4 illustrates the idea of the data sets
with 2:1 and 1:1 unit gap proportion. The data set with no gaps con-
tains 22080 units. Figure 5 compares the size of GML documents
generated in response to the query that asks for a complete data
set. We can see that for the low values ofn (i.e., frequent gaps) the
GML MovingObjectUnit representation is preferable, while for the
high values ofn (i.e., rare gaps) the GML TimeSlice representation
is preferable. The reason for this is as follows: the more frequent
the gaps, the less units per moving point, while the number of states
remains the same. Recall that the GML MovingObjectUnit repre-
sentation captures units, while the GML TimeSlice representation
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captures states. In other words, with rare gaps, in the MovingOb-
jectUnit representation, for many units, the end point of each unit
will be the same as the start point of its successor. Therefore, many
points are stored twice. At the same time, with frequent gaps, each
TimeSlice element is hold in a separate parent element (history),
while there is always one parent element (units) for all the units.
Note that the GML TimeSlice representation does not depend on
the unit-gap proportion.

Figure 6 compares the time needed for generation of the GML
documents in response to the query that asks for a complete data
set. For each data set, 100 identical queries were issued. The fig-
ure presents the average time per one query. We can see that the
GML MovingObjectUnit representation is always faster than the
GML TimeSlice representation. This is because in order to convert
moving point unit from the nested list format to the GML TimeS-
lice representation, we need to check whether there is a gap and
for each gap we need to create a new parent element. In both the
figures, all the curves (except the TimeSlice curve in Figure 5) are
increasing, because the less gaps the moving point has, the larger
its nested list is.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Spatio-temporal databases are an active area of research. Many

research challenges have been solved during the last years and the
first systems are being deployed. At the same time web applications
are getting more and more important and are often as widespread
as standalone applications. Service oriented architectures are the
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standard approach to make services available over the Internet. In
this paper we show how to integrate current state of the art sys-
tems for spatio-temporal and geographic data to build web-based
information systems for moving objects. We show how to repre-
sent moving points in a standard XML-conform format and how to
extend GML with a type for trajectories with gaps.

In order to query spatio-temporal data we assumed the spatio-
temporal operators from Secondo and focused on moving points.
In the future, we will integrate other spatio-temporal data types
(e.g., moving regions) and model them with GML. To reduce the
latency when querying spatio-temporal information we need novel
solutions that decrease the size of the document sent to the client.
A promising direction is to send data according to the zoom factor.
Also there is a need for query processing techniques that take into
account that data is managed by different systems.
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